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6 Videogames
6.1  Overview
6.1.1 Videogames in an English textbook?
Videogames don’t normally get discussed at school because teachers haven’t always played them. Without 
experiencing videogames first-hand, it’s difficult to fully appreciate their complexity and literary value. That said, don’t 
expect your teacher to suddenly become a pro-gamer because a textbook said videogames are worthy literature.

Like films and television, videogames are usually created by huge teams and companies. Individual members of 
these creative teams may work on story, landscapes, character models, level design or physics. There are many 
parts to a game that players don’t see: game development incorporates years of testing and perfecting a product 
before it gets to you, the consumer. 

Despite being relatively new, videogames are a huge part of many people’s lives. The average young person will 
spend around 10 000 hours gaming by the age of 21, so it’s worth learning about how they work, what makes them 
fun and how to play them safely.

Resources

Video eLesson Playing videogames (eles-4300)

Watch this video to learn about the literary value of videogames.

STARTER QUESTIONS

 1. What are your top five videogames (on any device or console) that you have ever played? 
 2. Do you think that videogames are worth studying in school? Explain your response.
 3. Do you think there’s more that you can learn about videogames? Write down at least three things you would 

be interested to know more about (such as game design, marketing, playing etc.). 
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6.2  How are videogames literature?

6.2.1 Story elements in videogames
Like any entertainment, videogames are often best when there’s some 
sort of story attached to them.

Some people may think that videogames are a bunch of crazy  
elements thrown together just for fun, but it’s impossible to ignore 
the rich storytelling and creativity which permeates the games you 
probably love.

Some popular videogames from the past few years are shown below, 
but there are plenty of other rich and rewarding games with stories of 
different styles, played on varying platforms. Games with a narrative are 
termed finite games, since there’s a beginning and an end to them.

There are also plenty of games out there which have very little story behind them. The Super Smash Bros or Sims 
series of games might have some additional story included, but for most players it’s just a chance to play a fun and 
simple game. These are called infinite games, because you can just keep going and going and going and going 
and going…

6.2.2 Videogame storytelling techniques
Films have rich colours and emotional music that grab the audience’s attention. Books have fascinating, complex 
characters that grow in front of you, and worlds described with vivid words. Similarly, videogames have specific 
techniques to draw their audience in.

An effective way to think about most games today is as a movie you can control. Every moment is carefully 
created to have the greatest effect upon you — just like in film. Unlike a processed story edited into two hours of 
screentime, with a videogame you get to choose whether you move on to the next scene, or take a few minutes to 
explore.

Quick-time events
Any time you’re gripping your sweaty controller so tight it might break as you mash the X button during a cutscene 
to get your character out of a tough situation, the creative team is giving you the feeling of being right in the action. 
Some people dislike this aspect of gaming, but it has a specific purpose. These cutscenes are often referred to as 
quick-time events, or QTEs for short.
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Portal (2007) and  
Portal 2 (2011) have 
a rich and engaging 
storyline.

Fortnite (2017) has an 
evolving story which 
players experience in 
real time.

Minecraft (2009) is set in 
its own world, and has 
a lore (in-game history 
and world-building).

Even Among Us (2020) 
has a very basic story to 
keep you engaged.
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Alternate dialogue options
Often, role-playing games (RPGs) give you a variety of dialogue options. These not only make the game’s world 
seem more alive, but also provide players with additional insights or opportunities to learn about the environment 
they’re exploring.

Choice and effect
Those alternate dialogue options and the actions you choose can ultimately lead to different endings for the 
game. These are often referred to as the ‘good’ and ‘bad’ endings, but it means that every person who plays has 
a different experience overall: a player’s choices determine the outcome of their character’s journey, or the fate of 
many other people along the way.
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Collectibles
Many narrative-driven games offer notes, recordings and other items which help players better understand the world 
they’re exploring. Players might just collect these to get a trophy, or because they feel the need to have the whole 
set, but if they take time to enjoy the effort put into these extra elements by the creative team they might learn more 
about the situation their character is in.

6.2.3 Bigger and better stories
The scope of videogames allows for stories which are far greater than those normally contained in a two-hour  
film or a ten-episode TV series. Sometimes, given that every playthrough is unique — the skills players invest in, 
the equipment they use, the choices they make which lead to different scenarios and endings — games can have 
amazing replay value, especially in comparison to a static story which never changes.

Games inspire a lot of literature as well. There may be a novelisation of your favourite game which follows the 
narrative, as well as other fiction set in the game’s universe. You might also find movies or shows based on the 
game’s concepts.

By sitting back and enjoying your videogame, you’re learning a lot about narrative structure, characterisation and 
other literary techniques — whether you are conscious of it or not.

Many authors are inspired by the games they play. You might feel inspired to write your own fiction set in the world 
of videogames. This is a subtype of fanfiction — stories written by fans of a story/game/show/movie that build upon 
the initial narrative.

Read the extract below from a litRPG (literary role-playing game) novel. Consider how the author has woven some 
enjoyable elements of gaming into a story.

Strength, Dexterity, Magic

“OK, here’s the deal,” Ern said, breaking Nick’s reverie. “You know how these shows work. This is a quest-
driven environment. There will be nineteen other players in your world. You can fight them if you wish, but killing 
one means they’re done. Your main priority is to accumulate Love and Hate points. The viewers allocate these 
in real time. Completing quests wins you bonus points. If you get killed by an in-game enemy, you respawn with 
less points. This first scenario is called The Fields of Durandor. The top fifteen players on the leader board at 
the end of the mission will progress to the next round. If there are fifteen left.”

“You mean I might be back tomorrow?” Ern nodded, though he looked doubtful. “Sure, if you survive,” he said, 
directing Nick to the ladder on the other side of the Immersion tank. The new pixel runner started climbing with 
arms and legs like rubber. He’d never been so nervous.
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“By the way, your payment is dependent on the social points you earn,” Ern said. “So your actions in-game are 
super important. Hero or villain — you decide, kid.”

Nick had tingles down his spine as he was handed a respirator by a techie perched on the edge of the tank. 
Nick fitted the respirator and gave a thumbs-up. Literally shaking with excitement, he lowered himself into the 
tank. It felt warm, fuzzy, all-encompassing. He closed his eyes and slowed his breathing, trying not to panic. 
He wouldn’t last long if he was a nervous wreck. The best gamers were ice cold, even in battle.

He felt a strange tingling. When he opened his eyes, everything was black. At first he thought the hardware 
wasn’t working, but he gradually became aware of a loading bar at the bottom of his view.

A title scrolled before his eyes: Oakshield Junction. That nervous knot in his stomach tightened. How many people 
were watching? What if he got killed in the first half hour? He wasn’t sure if he could live with that kind of humiliation.

The title faded and Nick found himself standing in a cluttered shop. He blinked rapidly. Immersion took some 
getting used to. His legs felt wobbly, like they might fold at any moment. He took one step forward, then another.

The wood-panelled shop was filled with various nautical apparatus. Everything had a slightly pixelated sheen 
to it. The graphics were ultra-fine, but the pixels were there if Nick looked close enough. He touched a globe - 
cold and smooth. Amazing. He was addicted to Immersion already.

The sweet smell of wine tobacco assailed his nostrils — an old man was smoking a pipe behind the counter. 
“Choose your way, boy,” he croaked, before taking another long draw.

A logbook of faded parchment was open on the counter. Nick smiled broadly. This was probably his favourite 
RPG moment — character customisation.

He placed both hands on the logbook and the shop disintegrated around him. He belatedly noticed a timer 
in the corner of his view. It was counting down from five minutes, and there were only three and a half left. Of 
course. This was a recorded event and there were nineteen other contestants. The viewers didn’t want to watch 
him spend hours customising his RPG character. This would need to be a quick process. Luckily, he knew his 
preferred build inside out.

A familiar screen filled his view: a three-dimensional model of his body, a discipline pane and a stat allocation pane.

First, he had to choose a name. He paused. His usual names were antisocial and a little embarrassing. Panicking, 
he settled for his usual RPG name: BaronKickButt. Already embarrassed, he moved on to the discipline pane.

There were eight disciplines to choose from in Oakshield Junction: Corsair, Paladin, Zealot, Knight, Barbarian, 
Brigand, Duellist, Ranger, Robed One and Archivist.

After a full minute of furious internal debate, Nick decided to go with his heart. That meant choosing a strength 
build. It was the percentage play. In his experience, strength builds could handle most situations. It was rare to 
encounter a boss that made meat of melee characters.

Nick couldn’t afford to be adventurous in his build. These were serious runners he was going up against. He 
knew strength builds inside out. At the end of the day, he just loved cornering a foe and going to town with his 
melee weapon.

So there was really only one choice: barbarian. His body shape thickened and he grew at least three feet. There 
was no time to tweak the default body shape.

There were eight attributes: strength, stamina, vitality, dexterity, agility, guile, mana and piety. Nick made the 
usual tweaks, transferring everything to strength and vitality. The strategy was simple. He wasn’t one of those 
fools who went all out on an offensive strength build, swinging a great axe at level 2 but killable in three hits.

The secret to RPGs was an incredibly strong defence. You could be the best, most sublimely skilled dexterity 
build in the world, but all that hand-eye coordination was useless if your blows couldn’t drain a tank’s HP to 
zero. If Nick could absorb his enemy’s blows and riposte with interest, he’d stand a chance of progressing to 
the second round.

So, strength and vitality. The strength build also gave him room for error when learning the game’s combat system.

Next came the perk window. In Oakshield Junction players could choose one perk from ten options. Nick 
chose the most boring object without hesitation, a standard ring of HP. It added thirty to his health bar, which 
might well be the difference between life and death in the early levels. Every single stat counted.
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6.2 Activities

6.2 Level 1

 1. Pick one storytelling technique used in videogames and give an example of a moment in a game where it is used.

 

 

 

 2. What are the terms used to define narrative and non-narrative games?

 

 

 3. How can collectibles be used beyond building a collection?

 

 

 

6.2 Level 2

 4. Think about a videogame you’ve played (or watched others play) where you were really interested in the story.

 a. What is it called? 

 b. What do you think is the most interesting thing about this game?

 c. Did the creative team include any of the techniques listed in this subtopic? If so, describe one example.

 5. Do you find finite games more or less satisfying than infinite games? Explain your response. If you haven’t 
played either, explain which one you think you’d prefer and why.
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6.2 Level 3

 7. Do you think that the videogame storytelling techniques discussed in this subtopic are more engaging 
than those used in films, TV or written stories? Why or why not?

 

 

 

 

 8. Can infinite games use the same storytelling techniques as finite games? Explain your answer.

 

 

 

 

 6. What role do alternate dialogue options have in helping players to better understand characters in role-
playing games?

 

 

 

6.2 Hungry for more?

Poll your classmates on what sorts of games they enjoy (action, puzzle, dance etc.) and how often they play 
them. Once you have the information, poll people outside your age group (i.e. teachers, Year 10s, prep students 
etc.) on what sorts of games they enjoy, or enjoyed when they were your age.

Once you have your results, analyse them by answering these questions:
 • Why do you think your classmates enjoy the sorts of games they named?
 • What differences, if any, can you identify in the games played by people of different age ranges?
 • What similarities and differences between different groups can you establish? Consider how often people 

play, when they play, who they play with, and any other points of interest you identify.

Resources

eWorkbook  6.2 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7202), 6.2 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7203),  
6.2 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7204)

Interactivity What videogame should I play? (int-8289)
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6.3  How do videogames teach us?
6.3.1 Why do they need to teach us at all?
Here’s a question: how do you take someone from being totally new to a game (known as a ‘noob’) to playing as a 
total pro in thirty minutes or less? Game developers start things out at an easy level, so players quickly experience 
some success and can practise the skills they need. Each videogame has its own rules and utilises different 
capabilities, so players need to learn the features of the game’s world quickly.

Think about any non-electronic game — before starting a new boardgame or card game, you’re probably going 
to read a set of rules. Every videogame these days has a tutorial to teach you about the world of the game, and 
how the game within that world works. Or it might suggest an online channel you can watch for tips, including 
walkthroughs which show you how to beat the obstacles in each level.

The job of the creative team is to make this learning enjoyable, so that you stick with their product. You have to 
want to learn, because otherwise you’ll put the game down and do — or play — something else. Any well-designed 
game is an invitation to tackle an unnecessary obstacle.

6.3.2 Curated world and possibility
Sometimes, it can feel like a videogame world is more enjoyable and rich than our own real world. That’s probably 
because it’s designed to be.
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Games with wide open worlds and lots of activities, side-quests, 
collectibles, dialogue options and unique ways to approach  
problems or puzzles rely on the idea of flow. A state of flow is one 
where you’re satisfied just playing and enjoying — both winning and 
quitting are the worst possible outcomes. You just want to enjoy 
where you are.

When a creative team creates the game world, a huge amount of 
time is invested in considering what makes gamers happy, satisfied 
or challenged. The reason why you don’t want to leave the game 
world is because our real world isn’t planned out to satisfy the people 
living in it — life can be pretty tough! Skills can’t be learned within 
twenty minutes, you get tired and hungry pretty quickly when out 
adventuring and the levelling system sucks.

6.3.3 Rewards
There’s a special animation in most games for levelling up or getting a new item — it’s all about you feeling good 
about achieving those things. Going right back to the early 8-bit Zelda games or Space Invaders, whenever you 
reach a milestone the game forces you to recognise this.

This releases an amount of dopamine into your brain, which makes you feel good about your achievement. People 
chase the addictive feeling of dopamine, which is why they get hooked on gaming (or other pursuits that bring 
enjoyment). Imagine if you got the same satisfaction from doing your chores as you do completing different digital 
activities — you’d never stop!

6.3.4 Linear and non-linear story
A linear story (such as in Super Mario Bros.) is one where you don’t have any direction over the course of events. 
You go from the start of the story to the end, usually chronologically: the effect is of a movie where you control 
what happens along the way.

A non-linear story (such as in The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild) is one where you can go and do anything you 
like in any order, meaning that you face challenges in a different sequence to your friends playing the same game, or to 
when you played it last. You can end up with different skills, or are more powerful, when you come to the final challenge. 
Non-linear games provide every person with a slightly different story, regardless of whether the ending is the same or not.

A linear game is like a carefully-directed movie, a non-linear game is like a choose-your-own-adventure book. You 
might choose to leave one challenge until later, or play enemies against each other because you’re not strong 
enough to fight them yourself, or break the physics of the game to cheat your way through too early and get loads 
of experience points (also known as exp or XP).
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In non-linear games, collectibles teach players about the videogame 
world in a passive way. Instead of forcing you to know information, it’s 
just there if you want it. These sorts of games also often show you lots 
of challenges you can’t face yet so that you’ll come back and enjoy 
them later, like a gap that’s too far to jump across or an enemy with  
next to their name. The creative team doesn’t always tell you that it’s 
not possible to get past that area, you just figure it out yourself as part 
of your gameplay.

Whether it’s linear or non-linear, the story combined with the rewards 
creates something called a ludonarrative. This is where there is a set 
story, but you control the actions of the character as they travel from the 
start of the narrative to the end.  Along the way you may find some  
non-player characters (NPCs) to talk to. This is why games are 
sometimes more addictive than movies — there’s so many more ways to 
engage your brain!

6.3 Activities

6.3 Level 1

 1. What is the difference between a linear and a non-linear story?

 

 

 

 

 2. Why are curated worlds sometimes more enjoyable than real life?

 

 

 

 3. How do in-game rewards affect players? You could describe your own experiences when gaming.
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You might hear game reviewers use the term ludonarrative dissonance, which means that there is a disconnect 
between the story told by the game’s technical interactions and the story told by the game’s narrative 
interactions. This means the gameplay feels odd compared to the story you’re being told.
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6.3 Level 2

 4. For each of the following scenarios, suggest whether a linear or a non-linear story would be more 
appropriate, and explain why.

 a. A cat wandering around London trying to get home.

 b. A young person exploring a haunted house.

 c. A builder gathering materials and constructing a house.

 d. Mapping a set of islands in your boat.

 5. What techniques can a creative team use to make a videogame world feel more realistic? Consider more 
than just visual elements.

 

 

 

 6. Explain how rewards keep people playing the game for longer.
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6.3 Level 3

 7. How can a linear story be told through an open-world game, where you can go and explore anything you 
want at any time? What are some of the techniques that might be used to do this?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 8. Collectibles are a passive way of teaching us about the game’s world, while narration is an active way of 
doing the same thing. What are some other ways that creative teams help you to immerse yourself in the 
world of the game? For each suggestion you write, decide whether it is an active or passive method.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3 Hungry for more?

Write down at least five things we can learn — and bring into real life — from the way that videogames teach 
us. If games are great at turning us from new players to pros in twenty minutes, are there ways that you could 
employ those techniques when trying out a new skill or chore?

Resources

eWorkbook 6.3 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7205), 6.3 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7206),  
6.3 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7207)
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6.4  Can gaming be dangerous?
6.4.1 Sorry, the adults are right this time
We’ve talked a lot about the great parts of gaming, but like everything else there are some nasty parts that are worth 
knowing about. Videogames are fun and wonderful things that bring people together and help teach new skills. 
However, there are always things to be careful of: just like checking for cars before crossing the road, if you don’t 
pay attention you can get hurt.

Adults have probably already warned you about the dangerous side of 
gaming. Sadly, they’re right. There are people out there who are using 
gaming for some pretty nasty stuff, and people just like you get tricked all 
the time, as shown in these esafety statistics:

 • up to 45% of young players have spent money in-game
 • up to 22% of young players have experienced bullying or abuse 

in-game
 • some games are designed to steal information, like credit card details 

or your name and address. These can then be used with bad intent, 
for example, to rob people of their money or identity.

You might think that one or two of those aren’t too big of a deal, but it’s 
still something you probably don’t want to happen to you.

6.4.2 Addiction
Let’s be clear: loving videogames is not an addiction. An addiction (to gaming) is when your friendships, daily 
routine and personal health are negatively impacted (by the amount of time you spend playing games).

Videogames can be an amazingly enjoyable, rewarding and healthy part of your life. It’s all about balance.

If you think that you’re spending a lot of time gaming and it’s affecting your life (or if your parents say it is) maybe 
you could try:

 • putting a timer on when you start to play, and limiting how much time you spend online
 • only playing games when you’ve finished everything else for the day (chores, homework, family time etc.)
 • keeping games off devices you use for school so that you’re not tempted to play at school
 • talking to your parents: explain what’s going on and that you’d like to do something about it.

6.4.3 How you get sucked in
In the sixty years since gaming became a thing, the details have changed a lot. At first, you would just buy a console 
and it had all the games loaded (literally every game ever). Later, you had to buy a disc for a certain console.

Now, we’re at the point where your computer, phone, even your watch can run games. They’re everywhere. Game 
developers even hire professional psychologists to teach them how to keep you hooked, and to get you to give 
them more money.

For instance, recently games started including pay-to-win mechanics, 
such as loot boxes. Sure, you could grind away and finally get that 
super amazing item which is going to help you win, ooooooorrrrrrrr 
you could spend $3.00 and just buy it. Or you could spend $0.50 on 
a new skin for your character, and once you’ve done that you just 
have to keep up with the next one they bring out. Games condition 
you to think that this is acceptable from the start, because they give 
you free tokens or in-game cash. But if you want to keep feeding that 
great feeling of being the coolest on the field, you’ve got to pay in 
real money.

Other games, like mobile videogames, ask you to put payment 
details in when you first play. You might think your parents don’t need 
to know, because you don’t plan to spend any money. But if it says ‘GET AN EXTRA LIFE’ and you’re so close to 
winning, you might think that they’re not going to miss a few dollars. Probably best not to find out.
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6.4.4 Healthy gaming
Some great things to do include:

 • spending time playing videogames with your parents: this helps them 
understand this thing that you love

 • sharing your love of gaming with others, engaging with your interest 
outside of the games themselves through conventions, art, role play, 
discussion and other creative outlets

 • getting advice from adults, so you can be informed before making any 
decisions — don’t blindly trust what the game is telling you.

At the end of the day, it’s important to remember that videogames are just that: games. Gaming can be an incredibly 
important part of your life, and a great hobby, but it’s important to know when to stop.

If you ever feel like you’re struggling with any of the things discussed in this topic, you can get confidential 
counselling all day, every day with Kids Helpline by calling 1800 55 1800, or by starting an online chat at 
kidshelpline.com.au.

6.4 Activities

6.4 Level 1

 1. What does it mean to be addicted to videogames?

 

 

 

 2. What are some of the ways a player could be bullied in a game?

 

 

 

 3. Why might it be bad to spend money just once in-game?

 

 

 

6.4 Level 2

 4. What are some signs of videogame addiction?
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6.4 Level 3

 7. How can videogame addiction affect someone’s life?

 

 

 

 8. Why might it be important for young people to discuss their gaming habits with adults?

 

 

 

 9. Suggest two ways gamers could balance gaming time with other activities.

 

 

 5. What is one thing someone could do to manage their gaming habits?

 

 

 6. Why do some games want to trick players into giving money or personal details?

 

 

 

6.4 Hungry for more?

Working in groups, create a short video of one to two minutes that provides advice about the possible dangers 
of gaming. Before you begin, select your target audience from people your own age (fellow school students) or 
people younger than you (primary school children). 

Make your video fun and engaging. You could do a role-play or even conduct ‘street’ interviews with students 
around the school.

Resources

eWorkbook 6.4 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-7208), 6.4 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-7209),  
6.4 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-7210)
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6.5  Topic project: Videogame designer
Scenario
One of the biggest gaming companies in the world, Desert Inc., has offered you the opportunity to win an unlimited 
budget to make their new best-selling game, available only on their new gaming system. The system has capabilities 
for virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR) and on-screen material.

Task
Assemble a creative team of up to five people and design a videogame you’d like to make. You don’t need to 
actually make it, however, ensure you provide:

 • a story (with three separate endings)
 • three or more characters with detailed backgrounds and descriptions
 • concept art for the world and characters
 • a blurb to explain the story and gameplay mechanics
 • a category for the game style (RPG, co-op, puzzle, sandbox etc.).

Process
Step 1
Assemble your team. You might want to split into four categories, and assign each person to one or two of them:

 • Director: responsible for overseeing everything. This role carries responsibility — you need to monitor all other 
activities, to make sure everything matches your overall vision.

 • Story: responsible for designing the world and characters. This may involve level design, as well.
 • Art: responsible for creating visual representations of the world and characters, including collectibles.
 • Content mapping: responsible for combining the art and story into a web of choices and effects. This may 

also involve level design.

Step 2
Brainstorm together, and decide upon the style of game you want to create. This will shape the world, characters 
and story.

Step 3
Decide upon the mechanics of the game — is it focused on combat? Exploration? Taming kittens? What will your 
characters be doing?
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Step 4
Split off and tackle your respective roles.

 • Director: oversee and work with your team. Move between team members and give advice and guidance.
 • Story: Consider what the key message and plot will be, and work closely with the content mapper(s) to come 

up with multiple endings and dead-ends.
 • Art: Create some first-draft character and environment art to show to the director and get their input. Once you 

have the green light to proceed, continue on with your work.
 • Content mapping: Work with the story writer to create an engaging and dynamic narrative.

Step 5
When each group is ready, share your work and get feedback. Remember, games normally take years to make and 
you’re just at the start!

Step 6
Pitch your idea to the class. Each team will have the opportunity to explain why they think they should be chosen by 
Desert Inc., then everyone will vote for the best option.

6.6  SkillBuilder: Videogame review

What is a videogame review?
Game reviews are not just about graphics and playability. These days, 
consumers are looking for information on broader topics such as the 
narrative, how immersive the game is, and whether the game is worth 
playing more than once. The language and style of the review is extremely 
important.

Select your learnON format to access:
 • an explanation of the skill (Tell me)
 • a video and step-by-step process to develop the skill (Show me)
 • an activity and interactivity for you to practise the skill (Let me do it)
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6.7  Review
6.7.1 Key points to remember
6.2 How are videogames literature?

 • Videogames often have rich and interesting stories.
 • There are finite games (with a set story and ending) and infinite  

games (which just keep going).
 • Creative teams build game worlds using storytelling techniques  

specific to gaming, such as:
 • quick-time events (QTEs)
 • alternate dialogue options
 • choice and effect
 • collectibles.

6.3 How do videogames teach us?
 • Creative teams need to figure out how to:

 • keep you interested even when you fail
 • show you how to play and master the game quickly.

 • Videogame worlds are carefully constructed to be interesting  
and engaging.

 • Rewards, such as new items or level-up animations, are designed  
to make you feel good (to encourage you to keep playing).

 • Some stories are linear (everyone has the same experience) while  
some are non-linear (you can do activities in any order).

6.4 Can gaming be dangerous?
 • Games are designed to be fun and engaging. However, they can  

sometimes cause problems.
 • Loving games is not an addiction. You are addicted to videogames  

when:
 • your relationships are affected
 • your personal health is impacted
 • your daily routine is difficult to maintain.

 • There is always help available if your gaming is getting out of control:  
listen to the advice of others.

6.7 Activities

6.7 Review

Go to www.jacplus.com.au and access your learnON format to complete the review questions. A post-test is also 
available to determine how your knowledge and skills have improved since starting this topic.
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6.7.2 Reflection
Now that you know more about videogames, take a moment to think about what this topic has taught you.

 1. What did you learn that surprised you?

 

 

 

 2. Suggest an English skill you think you can strengthen by playing videogames.

 

 

 

 3. Describe the type of videogame you’d like to try after studying this topic. You could describe an existing game 
or one you wish existed. You can also express this using images in the space below.

 

 

 

Resources

Sample responses Topic 6 sample responses (sar-0126)

Digital document Self-reporting template (doc-35520)

Interactivity Key terms crossword (int-8263)
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Glossary 

8-bit when the console or computer uses an 8-bit processor, limiting the storage and display of colours. 8 bits 
make up one byte.
all-encompassing including or covering everything or everyone; comprehensive
augmented reality (AR) where the real world and game world are combined
attributes a quality or feature regarded as a characteristic or inherent part of someone or something
belatedly later than should have been the case
chronologically in order of time: events which occurred first are presented first
complexity the state or quality of being intricate or complicated
creative team the group of people who create a product, in this case a game. A creative team for videogame 
production includes directors, developers, coders, writers, and many more people with varying roles.
cutscene a scene that develops the storyline and is often shown on completion of a certain level, or when the 
player’s character dies
default a preselected option adopted by a computer program when no alternative is specified by the user
dexterity skill in performing tasks, especially with the hands
dopamine a chemical your body produces, which makes you feel happy
experience points (exp or XP) points a player can build through successful completion of sections within a 
videogame
finite games games that have an ending
flow a state of enjoyment in gaming, where you don’t want the game to end (either through victory or defeat)
guile sly or cunning intelligence
infinite games games that don’t have an ending
level design the creation of different challenges and experiences at different stages of a videogame, where one 
level needs to be completed before the next one unlocks
linear story a set story that everyone experiences
lore in-game history and world-building
ludonarrative the mixture of free gameplay and story elements in a videogame
ludonarrative dissonance when there is a disconnect between the gameplay elements and the story elements 
of a videogame
mana the power to use special magical abilities or ‘spells’ in a game
melee a confused hand-to-hand fight or struggle among several people in a game
mobile videogames game played on a portable device such as a phone or tablet
non-linear story a series of activities you can do, or a world you can explore, in any order
novelisation a novel that adapts the story of a work created in another medium, such as a film, TV series, comic 
book or videogame
non-player characters (NPCs) people or creatures within a videogame that a gamer can talk to
passive available to engage with, but not essential to the game
perk an advantage or something extra, such as money or goods
permeate spread throughout (something); pervade
piety the quality of being religious or reverent
playthrough the act of playing a game from start to finish
psychologist someone who studies the human mind, emotions and behaviours
quick-time events (QTEs) when a player must perform actions shortly after the appearance of an on-screen 
instruction or prompt; failure to perform these actions correctly can have consequences such as a loss of life 
within the game or a game over
reverie daydreaming state
riposte make a quick return thrust in fencing
role-playing games (RPGs) where you’re acting out a fictitious character in a wider world
sublimely completely; in a lofty and exalted manner
tutorial a document or feature that shows you how to use something in a series of easy stages
videogame any computer-operated game; often using an interactive narrative
vitality the state of being strong and active; energy
virtual reality (VR) where a world is built around you and you can physically move around in it
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6.6  SkillBuilder: Videogame review
6.6.1 Tell me
Game reviews are not just about graphics and playability. These days, consumers are looking for information on broader 
topics such as the narrative, how immersive the game is, and whether the game is worth playing more than once.

Different review platforms use different systems. Many have moved away from the ‘Marks out of 5’ system, while 
some still have an overall numerical grade. In any case, the important part of the review is most often the written 
content. Content writing is also big business. Although some companies use their own staff, many game reviews 
(and films, and books) are written by freelancers. Basically, if your writing skills are up to scratch, you can get paid 
for playing games and watching movies (or even reading books!)

It’s not just about writing either – many successful games reviewers use YouTube as their platform. Either way, you 
can bet that successful YouTubers write notes or even a full script for their reviews.

6.6.2 Show me
Here are some examples of how different platforms and reviewers rate and review their games:

 • IGN: Ten-point scale from unbearable up to masterpiece. The games are reviewed holistically, which means 
that the reviews are not split into specific categories like gameplay, narrative, graphics and so on.

 • Gamesradar: Pros and cons, with an overall rating out of 5. Categories include features, design and 
performance.

 • Gamespot: Ten-point scale from abysmal to essential. Some reviews are ‘work in progress’ which are updated 
as the game is played and replayed. There are no specific categories in the main review.

 • AngryJoeShow (YouTube): Ten-point scale with lots of in-game footage and discussion

Also of importance is the language and style of the reviews. In the early days of video game reviews, language was 
often fairly formal and unbiased – much like a literary review for a book. These days, they are much more tailored 
to the target audience. The language is often colloquial, and almost always less formal than film and book reviews. 
There are lots of images and usually video footage of the games interspersed throughout.

Resources

Video eLesson Videogame review (eles-4135)

Jacaranda English 8
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Take a look at the following examples of language in some of the reviews:

“In fairness, it isn't just “sword tag.” You get some combat-focused abilities that give you more options for dealing 
with enemies. First and foremost, your dash allows you to briefly slow down time to sidestep an enemy bullet at the 
last second.”

“There are a few performance hiccups that keep Mario Kart Live: Home Circuit from being mind blowing. As it 
stands it's incredibly impressive, but every now and then the unavoidable but magic circle-breaking limitations of real 
life come into play.”

“There is no shortage of great ninja-centric video games out there, from Ninja Gaiden to Metal Gear Rising to 
more recent gems like Katana Zero. But even among those, Ghostrunner stands out by being 100% committed to 
delivering that fantasy of becoming a super fast and deadly assassin.”

Finally, although some of the reviewers do not use set categories, there are certain conventional areas of the games 
which are covered, such as:

 • The overall playability – is it easy? Is it too hard? Is it fun to play?  
Do the controls make sense?

 • Replayability – Is it worth playing more than once? Are there reasons to 
keep coming back?

 • Narrative – Is the storyline believable? Does it evoke emotions or drawn 
you in?

 • Immersion – Does the world feel realistic? This is becoming increasingly 
important, for example in virtual reality gaming.

 • Graphics – Are the graphics believable, or appropriate to the type of 
game?

 • Comparison to other games – There is often a comparison to games in 
the same genre or on the same platform

 • The rating – Whether it is out of five, ten or one hundred there is usually 
a rating at the end

6.6.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

6.6 Activities

 1. Read a few reviews to get a feel for the ‘voice’ and style of games reviews. Annotate them or make notes on 
the elements they focus on.

 2. Using the suggested criteria below, either as separate headings or just weaving them into the overall review, 
write a review of a videogame of your choice. Remember to write in a casual, informal tone and if you are able 
to, include visuals.

Be critical, but not overtly offensive – remember that you’re trying to get people to read your reviews, not 
turn them off by being unnecessarily rude or negative.

 • Playability  • Replayability 

 • Narrative  • Immersion 

 • Graphics  • Comparison
 

 • Rating

 3. Try recording a videogame review as a video (such as for YouTube or a blog). You could use your review from 
question 2 or create a new one. You may even like to include examples of live gameplay to illustrate your points.

Resources

Interactivity Videogame review (int-8296)

Jacaranda English 8
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Glossary 

colloquial language used in ordinary or familiar conversation; not formal or literary
critical carefully assessing something or someone’s negative and positive traits
freelancer a person who works as a writer, designer, performer, or the like, selling work or services by the hour, 
day, job, etc., rather than working on a regular salary basis for one employer
holistically studying something as a whole, rather than focussing on individual parts
immersive noting or relating to digital technology or images that actively engage one's senses and may create 
an altered mental state
interspersed scattered among or between other things; placed here and there

Jacaranda English 8
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